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The good Jew
Last year Franklyn Ryckaert said on Carolyn’s site:

Kevin MacDonald is under the illusion that there exists such a
thing as the “good Jew” and he hopes he can make a deal with
him: we support Israel as the ethnic state for the Jews, and the
Jews support an ethnic state for us. That is not going to work.
The Jews want it all: ethnocentrism for themselves, but
multiculturalism for us. Recently he allowed a Jew to write an
article on TOO. That decision was severely criticized by the
commenters, including by me, then Kevin closed the comments
on that article and threatened to close comments on TOO
altogether if such criticism didn’t stop. This might be the
beginning of Jewish infiltration of TOO. If the Jews will have
their way with TOO, it will become like AmRen, allowing
criticism of Blacks and Hispanics, but not of Jews.

Today a guest responded:

Excellent comment, and thanks for outing AmRen (Jared
Taylor), as well. I dumped McDonald’s site, TOO, a couple years
ago when I realized all the site consisted of was commiserating
our respective situations in the west. Yes, it was commiserating
at an academic level, but high brow complaining was all it was.
There were never any solutions offered. When I messaged the
editor about possibly publishing some strategic articles
regarding social and political action plans so we could actually
DO something about all the issues TOO was complaining about,
the terse response I received was that if I didn’t like the site, I
could leave it. So I did.

McDonald had nothing to lose in truthfully addressing the
holocaust question. He’s retired from CSULB with an enormous
public pension that’s protected. He failed a crucial litmus test
here and only confirmed my thoughts about him. As they say,
make of no man an god, for idols always fall on those who
worship them.

But all WN sites, not only The Occidental Observer are only
commiserating, right?
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Blue-pill continent
Last year I sent an email to Prof. Kevin MacDonald complaining
about an influential Mexican Jew and he asked me if I’d okay
publishing it in his webzine, with a little editing. Of course I
accepted and it can be read: here. But I knew that if I had written a
lengthier piece I’d have mentioned something even more
alarming. In Latin America, Jew and gentile intellectuals are on
the same page. A single example will illustrate my point.

Every Monday the Mexican viewers of Foro TV can watch a
roundtable with two Jews and two gentiles. Leo Zuckermann
presides the program Es la Hora de Opinar. On Mondays he
usually invites another Jew, Jorge Castañeda (second from left)
and two non-Jews, the mestizo Héctor Aguilar Camín and the
criollo Javier Tello Díaz.

Earlier this year I heard Castañeda pronouncing these lovely
words in that program (my translation): ‘…the fact that Angela
Merkel has allowed almost two million refugees to enter—and how
good she did it! How good—I mean: we should congratulate
ourselves, and congratulate her for having done so’. [1]

Not surprisingly, the two gentiles, Tello and Aguilar, not only
agreed with such outrageous statement but even expanded
Castañeda’s premise, concerned about the recent surge of
nationalist sentiments in Germany in face of the so-called refugee
crisis.

This has been my experience with intellectual gentiles in Latin
America: the way they see the world is the same as the Jews do.
This is why I have so many difficulties with the single-cause
hypothesis of Western malaise. Not even those gentiles who
phenotypically are indistinguishable from the Spaniards, like
Javier Tello and many others, think different. In fact, there’s no
single notable intellectual in the whole of Latin America that I am
aware of who defends the white race from the ongoing
exterminationist campaign.

That’s why I call it the blue-pill continent. That’s why I have
almost zero contact with the intelligentsia in the country where I
happen to be living. That’s why I have been forced to blog in a
second language.

________________

[1] ‘…el que Angela Merkel haya dejado entrar a casi dos millones de
refugiados—¡y qué bueno que lo hizo! Que bueno, o sea: hay que felicitarse,
y felicitarla, por haberlo hecho’.
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Why Europeans must reject Christianity, 15
by Ferdinand Bardamu

 
What has Christianity done for Europe?

Christianity is a violent, destructive, murderous
cult. It is dangerous for the following reasons: 1.)
the religion promotes the survival of the sick, the
weak and the stupid at the expense of good racial
hygiene. This drastically lowers population IQ
and capacity for civilizational attainment, and;

2.) the cult relies on blind faith instead of rational persuasion,
which has resulted in long periods of widespread chaos and
bloodshed, especially during the Christianization of Europe. These
dangers were even noticed by contemporary pagan writers, who
immediately recognized the threat a triumphant Christianity
would pose to the survival of Western culture.

Christianity never “civilized” or “domesticated” Europeans. On the
contrary, Europeans were forced to endure a Neolithic existence
when Christians were at the apogee of their power and influence.
The church sent men of genius to monasteries or had them
consecrated to the priesthood. This prevented them from passing
on their genes, a significant dysgenic effect that lowered the
collective European IQ. Only the pagan science and reason of
classical antiquity could re-domesticate Europeans after 500 years
of total intellectual darkness.

The church successfully defended Europe from invasion, argue
some apologists, but nothing could be further from the truth.
Charles Martel’s confiscation of church property to defend Europe
from Moslem intruders was met with significant ecclesiastical
opposition. If the church had succeeded in withholding the
necessary funds, all Europe would have been reduced to a
province of the Umayyad caliphate. Nevertheless, Martel was
unable to pursue the Saracens across the Pyrenees and dislodge
them from their Andalusian stronghold. The Moslems would
continue their occupation of the Iberian Peninsula for 800 years,
until their final expulsion by Ferdinand and Isabella in the late
15th century.

Southwestern France and Italy were periodically raided and
sometimes controlled by Moslem invaders. The emirate of Sicily
endured for over two centuries. Even after Norman conquest, a
significant Moslem presence remained on the island. The
Moslems of Sicily were finally expelled by the middle of the 13th
century. The crusades to retake the Holy Land from the Saracens
(1095-1291), a series of large-scale military operations under the
joint leadership of papacy and feudal aristocracy, failed to achieve
its primary objective. In 1204, Christian crusaders sacked
Constantinople in an orgy of rape, pillage and murder. The
crusaders caused so much damage that the Byzantines were
unable to resist their Ottoman conquerors in 1453.

Christianity provided no adequate defense of Europe. The church
only did enough to maintain herself as a viable institution. In the
process, the church weakened Europe, making her ripe for
conquest by the Umayyad and Ottoman caliphates.

Apologists tentatively acknowledge that although Christianity
hindered scientific and technological progress, it still made
“contributions” to fields as diverse as architecture and philosophy.
On closer examination, these “contributions” are neither
“Christian” nor worthy of being considered “contributions.” The
great churches of the Middle Ages are frequently trotted out, but
these have their origin in Roman building methods. The dome, the
arch and the vault, the typical features of the medieval
Romanesque style of architecture are all borrowed from the
imperial Roman architecture of pre-Christian times. The basic
architectural plan of most medieval churches is the Roman
basilica, a public building reserved for official purposes. Even the
Gothic style that supplanted Romanesque still employed
architectural features of Roman origin. The ribbed vaulting that
was typical of Gothic architecture was originally used in
Vespasian’s Roman colosseum and by Hadrian in the construction
of his Tibertine villa.

While acknowledging Romanesque as an “accomplishment,” the
Christian religionist will conveniently ignore the almost total
disappearance of Roman building methods from western Europe
for almost 300 years. This was a direct result of the church’s active
suppression of Western scientific and technical knowledge. From
the completion of Theodoric’s mausoleum in Ravenna to the
consecration of Aachen in 805, nothing of monumental
significance was built in western Europe. During the intervening
period, Europeans, like their Neolithic ancestors, had returned to
the use of perishable materials for use in building.

Apologists for Christianity will mention Aquinas and scholasticism
as the highpoints of not only medieval, but European intellectual
development, even though Aquinas set European scientific and
technological progress back by hundreds of years. Scholasticism
was an object of ridicule and mockery during the Renaissance.
Religionists mention the Christian “contribution” of the
university, oblivious to the many institutions of higher learning
that existed and even flourished in the ancient world. The first
universities taught scholasticism, so they were the frontline in the
Christian war against the pagan values of intellectual curiosity,
love of progress for its own sake and empirical rationality.

In the Christian religious mind, science and technology are of
Christian origin because the men doing the discovering and
inventing during the Scientific Revolution were nominal
Christians, like Galileo and Newton. This argument is just as
absurd as arguing that the Greek invention of logic, rhetoric and
mathematics were the result of Greek pagan theological beliefs
because Aristotle and other ancient scientists and philosophers
were pagans. No, these men were “Christians” because public
avowals of atheism were dangerous in an age where even the most
innocuous theological speculation could smear reputations and
destroy careers. It is a glowing tribute to the courage and honesty
of these men that they were able to abandon Christianity’s reliance
on blind faith, often in the face of public censure, and consciously
re-embrace the pagan epistemic values that produced the “Greek
miracle” 2000 years before the Scientific Revolution.

Christian religionists claim that the New Testament, a collection of
childish scribblings penned by semi-literate barbarians, is a great
contribution to Western civilization. As has been pointed out for
generations, even by other Christian religionists, the work is
notorious for its use of bad grammar and unrefined literary style.
Much of it was composed by Jews who were not even fluent in
koine Greek. Overall, the New Testament is an inferior production
compared to the meanest writers of Attic prose. Even St. Jerome,
the translator of the Vulgate, expressed contempt for the crude,
unsophisticated literary style of the Bible. He preferred the elegant
Latin of Cicero instead.

What has Christianity contributed to Europe? The answer is
nothing! No art, culture, architectural monuments, science or
technology. Christianity was a massive waste of European
intellectual and physical potential. Furthermore, Christianity
almost destroyed Europe.

The church discarded over 99% of ancient literature, including
works on science, mathematics, philosophy, engineering and
architecture. This was the largest campaign of literary censorship
and suppression in history, an act of cultural and physical
genocide that nearly severed medieval Europe from the great
achievements of classical antiquity.

This was cultural genocide because the church nearly wiped out an
entire civilization and culture; this was physical genocide because
the church’s deliberate eradication of secular knowledge placed
millions of lives in danger, unnecessarily subjecting them to the
ravages of disease, war, famine and poverty.

Far from being largely benign, the Christian church is a power-
mad religious mafia. It bears sole responsibility for perpetrating
the greatest crimes in history against Europeans. How long shall
the Christian church escape punishment for this criminal
wrongdoing? No other religion has caused as much suffering and
as much damage to Europe as this spiritual syphilis known as
Christianity.

______ � ______

Liked it? Take a second to support The West’s Darkest Hour.
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Who knows the masthead?
Today Richard Spencer debated Jay Dyer on
YouTube, a Biblicist pundit, about the religion of
our parents (here). Spencer seems to subscribe
the thesis of our site: that, axiologically,
ethnosuicidal liberalism is the offshoot of
Christianity.

But these guys ignore that, if Aryans don’t give up
Christian ethics, they will go extinct. What we are experiencing
today is that the Christian star is in its last, ‘red giant’ phase,
which ethics have engulfed the entire West (here).

For whites, including the agnostic nationalists who cling to
Christian ethics, the window of true apostasy (here) is gradually
closing. If whites go extinct, Muslim and Chinese scholars will be
writing in the 22nd century that even self-styled white nationalists
were too addicted to the Jewish drug to save their race.

Incidentally, in the debate Spencer said, ‘I admire Jesus in the way
that Nietzsche did’ and Baked Alaska told him ‘You said a lot of
good things about Christianity’. I wonder if these guys know that
Nietzsche literally called Jesus an idiot (here).

As far as I know, no notable racialist has read the masthead that
leads the flagship of my site: Evropa Soberana’s Rome vs. Judea.
Or if they have read it, they don’t say a peep in discussions that
ignore the historical facts, just as today’s debate between Richard
and Jay ignored the true history of Judeo-Christianity.

______ � ______

Liked it? Take a second to support The West’s Darkest Hour.
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A notification

As soon as I finish reproducing Ferdinand Bardamu’s excellent
series on why Europeans should abandon Christianity (I would
add that Americans and Australians must also do so), I will
resume Deschner’s chapter on the three assholes: Athanasius,
Ambrose and Augustine.
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Gary Lee Yarbrough
(1955-2018)

The Silent Brotherhood (German: Brüder Schweigen) was a pro-
white organisation active in the US between 1983 and 1984.
Members, including Gary Yarbrough, were unjustly accused and
convicted of various crimes.

Yarbrough died in jail a couple of days ago.
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Why Europeans must reject Christianity, 14
by Ferdinand Bardamu

 
Christianity is a form of magical thinking. It
cannot be disseminated on a large scale through
rational persuasion. No one can explain how
Christ rose from the dead, how god subsists as
three persons in one or how a bible that teaches
a geocentric, flat earth cosmology is an infallible
guide to universal truth. These are “mysteries.”
This is what makes Christianity such a

dangerous and destructive cult. Conversion, unless done for gain
or under threat of force, is an emotional affair. No one is
“reasoned” into Christianity. Either that person must be gullible
enough to accept the teachings of the Christian faith without
question or he must be forcibly converted using the sword. It was
through the latter that Christians were able to spread their gospel
beyond imperial frontiers, nominally converting all Europe by the
14th century.

The spread of Christianity cannot be understood apart from the
use of force. The barbarians who invaded the western empire had
to convert to Christianity as soon as they set foot on Roman
territory. Conversion to the religion was a condition of their
migration and settlement on imperial soil. They would not have
been allowed to participate in Roman society as pagans.

Christian missions located beyond the imperial frontiers would
typically focus on converting barbarian rulers and their courts.
Once the king was made to accept the new religion, he would then
compel his followers to convert along with him. This pattern
emerged early in the Christianization of Europe. These kings were
the “new Constantines,” because they embraced Christianity, often
after invoking Christ for victory in battle, like Constantine during
the battle of the Milvian Bridge in 312, and then imposed the
religion on the aristocracy and the common people.

The earliest of these new Constantines included Caedwalla, the 7th
century king of Wessex. He invaded the island of Wight and
exterminated most of the Jutes who lived there. Caedwalla
replaced these with Christian West Saxons and forced the
survivors to convert to Christianity at sword-point. Another was
Edwin, the 7th century king of Northumbria, who used a mixture
of bribery and threats to convert aristocracy and common people
to the new religion.

After the collapse of the West, Christianity remained confined
between the river Elbe in the north and the Danube in the south
on continental Europe, until 1000. Barbarians motivated by greed
and lust for power were the driving force behind the renewed
territorial expansion of medieval Christendom. They were
impressed by the wealth, opulence and might of Constantinople
and the Frankish dominions and wanted it for themselves. For the
pagan warlord, Christianity was akin to the cargo cults of
Melanesia. If only his barbarian court displayed all the trappings
of the Christian religion, he would be as rich as the emperor in
Constantinople!

In an illuminating anecdote, medieval chronicler Notker the
Stammerer accurately captured the mentality of barbarian
converts to Christianity. In the 9th century, Danes would flock to
the Frankish court of Louis the Pious to undergo baptism. In
exchange for conversion, Louis would give each man a set of brand
new garments and weapons. Once, when Louis ran out of these
articles to give prospective converts, he had a few rags stitched
together into a coarse tunic and gave it to an old Dane who had
been baptized some twenty times before. “If it was not because I
was ashamed of my nakedness, I would give you back both the
clothes and your Christ,” the Dane snapped back angrily. The “rice
bowl” Christians of the 19th and 20th centuries make it difficult to
dismiss this story as just another monkish fable.

The power-mad King Stephen of Hungary forced his subjects to
convert to Christianity. He believed that Christianization of his
kingdom would make it as powerful and as influential as
Byzantium. Laws were enacted forbidding pagan ritual practice.
Stephen ordered all Magyars to attend church on Sunday and
observe Lent and fast days. Failure to obey this draconian
legislation was dealt with harshly. Eating meat during Lent was
punished by imprisonment; working on a Sunday was punished by
confiscation of one’s tools and beasts of burden. The legal penalty
for murmuring during a church service was having one’s head
shorn, accompanied by a severe flogging. The “Black” Magyars
who resisted Stephen’s forced conversion of Hungary were cruelly
suppressed. Many were tortured and then blinded by Stephen’s
Christian soldiers, who were angered by the intransigence of their
pagan foes. These men preferred death to the shame and dishonor
of being forcibly baptized into an alien Semitic religion and
culture.

Christianization in Poland unleashed a similar wave of violence.
Mieszko I forcibly Christianized Poland to strengthen his grip over
the country and avoid forced conversion by the East Franks.
Idolatry was suppressed by smashing pagan idols and sanctuaries,
confiscating estates and beheading those who refused to convert.
Although very little Christian legislation survives from Mieszko’s
reign, his successor Boleslaw I, prescribed knocking a man’s teeth
out upon refusal to observe Lenten fasting. Fornication was
punished by nailing a man’s scrotum to a bridge and giving him
the choice between death and castration.

The brutality of these methods led to a great pagan reaction to the
Christianization of Poland. Pagans retaliated by killing Christian
priests and destroying churches. By the middle of the 11th century,
the land was plunged into chaos, the Christian church in Poland
nearly wiped out, and Mieszko’s dynasty temporarily driven from
power.

The Saxon Wars of Charlemagne, lasting from 772 to 804, was the
first time in history that Christianity was used as an instrument of
imperialist conquest. Charlemagne initiated formal hostilities by
destroying pagan monuments in Saxony. In 782, Charlemagne
promptly avenged a Frankish defeat at Saxon hands by massacring
4,500 Saxons in savage reprisal. The Saxon Capitulary of 785
ordered the death penalty for any Saxon caught resisting baptism
or observing heathen practices.

Rulers forcibly converted pagans to Christianity for reasons of
personal self-aggrandizement. Michael III, emperor at
Constantinople, forced the Bulgarian Khan Boris to accept the
eastern orthodox rite in 864, after he was defeated in battle.
Forced Christianization allowed Michael to expand his sphere of
influence in the Balkans. Bulgaria was then flooded with
Byzantine clergy who, with the help of Boris’s army, began a
nationwide campaign to demolish all pagan holy sites.

The boyars accused the Khan of accepting laws that threatened the
stability and autonomy of the state. In 866, they revolted against
the khan’s forced Christianization of the country but were
suppressed with great cruelty. In the final decade of the ninth
century, Boris’s eldest son Vladimir, who became ruler of
Bulgaria, tried to eliminate Christianity and restore paganism. In
this endeavor, he was supported by the boyars. Vladimir ordered
the killing of Christian priests and the destruction of churches.
Boris was compelled to leave his monastic retreat and suppress
the revolt. Vladimir was deposed, blinded and imprisoned in a
dungeon, never to be heard from again.

By the 12th and 13th centuries, crusades were launched to convert
the indigenous peoples of Scandinavia and the Baltic region to
Christianity. There were crusades against the Wends, Finns,
Livonians (Latvians and Estonians), Lithuanians and Prussians.
St. Bernard of Clairvaux, a monastic reformer, called for the
cultural and physical extermination of northern Europeans who
resisted forced conversion to the Christian religion.

______ � ______

Liked it? Take a second to support The West’s Darkest Hour.
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Hunter hunts Ben

“Racism” became stigmatized in the United States between 1938
and 1945. American racial attitudes, particularly in the Northern
states, softened during this period. It became dogma that blacks
were equal to Whites.

Benjamin Garland blames it all on the Jews. Why were millions of
Jews let into the United States in the first place though? Why were
they allowed to hijack our institutions? Why were they allowed to
become so culturally, politically and economically powerful? Why
were they praised by George Washington who said that the United
States “gives to bigotry no sanction, to persecution no assistance”?

The answer to all of the questions and more is one that Benjamin
Garland refuses to entertain: it is because American Nationalism
is civic nationalism. That’s why slavery was abolished. That’s why
blacks were given citizenship. That’s why women were given the
right to vote. That’s why universal manhood suffrage triumphed.
That’s why husbands lost authority over their wives and children.
That’s why Jews were accepted and treated as equal citizens from
the beginning. That’s why traditional morality and religion has
collapsed into this orgy of nihilism and consumerism.

We’ve simply taken the axioms and logic of American Nationalism
to greater and greater extremes and we are living with the
consequences.

(Read the full article on Ben Garland: here.)
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Day of Wrath, 15
A bitter discussion

A quick way to show the Aristotelian phase where
present-day history, anthropology and sociology
are stuck is by quoting excerpts from a heated
debate about psychohistory. To make the reading
easier I will omit the use of ellipsis even between
long unquoted paragraphs. The complete debate
can be read in the Wikipedia archive of the article

“Early infanticidal childrearing.” Since the original text is a raw
discussion I slightly corrected the syntax. The following is a 2002
debate that came about the subsequent year when Wikipedia was
launched, the multi-language encyclopedia edited by volunteers.
To simplify the discussion I will also change the names and
pennames used by various academics that discussed with a
psychohistorian who edited Wikipedia under the penname of
“Ark.” The fascinating polemic initiated with the subject of the
tribes of Papua New Guinea.

Academic 1: Does this “model” [psychohistory] reflect
actual facts? Increased mortality after weaning is
common in non-Neolithic cultures as well; it’s a
consequence of inadequate nutrition, not of parental
desire.

Ark: You’re wrong there. “Inadequate nutrition” isn’t
some random fact of reality. It’s a consequence of
feeding pap to children, and not having the empathy
necessary to understand that crying means the baby is
hungry. These are both psychological problems of the
parents, since feeding pap is a response to the fear of
breastfeeding.

Academic 1: So PNG [Papua New Guinea] children were
better off in the more “primitive” culture, and exposure
to an “advanced” society has increased sexual abuse of
children.

Notice how this is similar to Miguel León Portilla’s preposterous
claim that, by becoming exposed the Mexicas to a more advanced
society, they abused their own women.

Ark: Yeah right. The myth of the “noble savage” rears its
ugly head again. The reproductive rate is proportional to
the ignorance and poverty of the population. So the
more ignorant and poor the population, the more they
will fuck. What’s generally the case is that birthrate is
inversely proportional to female education. The PNG
have a very high reproductive rate. The PNG have a very
high rate of infanticide, child suicide. So now you know
why I think that “noble savage” is just complete bullshit.

There are a bunch of known facts which everyone agrees
on. Ninety-nine percent of modern people will put a very
specific interpretation on those facts. That
interpretation is that primitives are pedophilic,
incestuous child molesters. This isn’t something which
is cooked up by deMause’s model.

Academic 2: I am unimpressed by your hysterical claim
that 99 percent of our society would agree with this. My
claim is that people in different cultures describe things
differently. The issue for me is, what do Marquesans, or
Yolngu, or Gimi, or whomever, think it is? An article
that makes claims about a particular society must care
what members of that society claim is going on.

Ark: The interpretation of child abuse in the case of
infants is acultural. Infants do not have culture so are
incapable of “interpreting” anything through a cultural
filter. And yet again, you persist in ignoring the child’s
point of view, as if the rationalization of the child abuser
mattered to them. You’re promoting a very specific POV
[point of view], the one of the child molester, and don’t
seem to care at all about the POV of the infant. Only
anthropologists care about how the members of the
primitive culture rationalize their behaviors.
Anthropologists are just very bizarre people, and about
as relevant to most people’s view of what constitutes
child molestation as experts in the paranormal. The
relevant experts in the area are developmental
psychologists. There is a substantial faction that regards
any kind of sexual activity with children to be inherently
abusive. They would reject the anthropologists’ claims
that cultural attitudes are at all relevant to the matter.
They would rather emphasize the universality and
uniformity of children’s emotional needs. At the center
of this faction are the likes of Alice Miller. There is
another faction that traces its lineage all the way to
Freud. When possible, it denies that child abuse exists.
When it can’t do that it denies that it is traumatic. And
when it can’t do that, it denies that it is inherently
traumatic.

Academic 3: The purpose of anthropology is to describe
culture, not judge it. If an anthropologist judges a
culture under study, the ability to describe a culture
objectively and explain how it is perceived by its
members is lost.

Ark: Anthropologists widely report that primitives do
not see their practices as abusive or sexual. I have no
hesitation agreeing with that. But then, neither do
typical pedophiles see their practices as abusive either.
So the basic idea is to completely steal the psychology
and child-rearing of non-Western cultures
(contemporary and historical) away from
anthropologists. If that happens, then theories about
these phenomena will be held to different standards
than theories in anthropology. Anthropologists are
trained to ignore that tool.

Academic 3: Ah, so you’re an opponent of cultural
relativism. I don’t consider North European values to be
“more advanced,” just different. There’s a difference
between considering a set of values to be more amenable
to one’s conscience and labeling one set of values as
“more advanced” than another. That’s like implying that
a Papuan is dumber than a European just because his
culture doesn’t use electricity. Anthropologists do
regularly debate how much they can or should interfere
when they disagree strongly with the values of a culture
under study. Ethically, all we can do is present viable
options and allow individuals to make their own choices
and suffer the consequences of those choices.

Ark: But Papuans are dumber than Europeans because
they don’t use electricity.  You just have to ask “why do
we use electricity?” We use it because we have a high
population density and a high technological level. Why
is that? Because we are culturally evolved. Why is that?
Because at some point a couple of millennia ago, our
ancestors decided to stop murdering their children and
start evolving culturally. Of course, that only proves the
Papuans are dumb, not that we’re smart; we’re just the
product of a long line of smarter mothers.

Academic 3: What you are proposing is a form of
genocide: systematically destroying a culture simply
because you consider that culture to be primitive and
immoral. If lip piercing, or trauma to the brain leads to
successful adult lives, is that not sufficient justification
for continuing the practice? You sound to me as if you
are a “moral absolutist.” I’d hazard a guess that you
believe everyone should live under the same moral code.

Ark: Just because I’m a moral absolutist doesn’t mean I
think I have a perfect access to moral truth. It does
mean that I have a far, far better understanding of basic
moral truths than people who beat or sexually abuse
kids. We could emphasize that anthropologists don’t
really try to understand their subjects’ psyche. It’s not
moral assumptions which differ between societies. It’s
the capacity for empathy and rationality.

Academic 3: The anthropologist in me, on the other
hand, still bemoans yet another drop added to the
overflowing bucket of human cultures is forever lost.

Ark: The primitive cultures are a failure. We should let
them die.

Academic 4: Good—as long as we all understand that
psychohistory has nothing to do with history and is not
even accepted by all schools of psychology. I think that
there’s a real problem here in that the entire concept as
titled [“Early infanticidal childrearing”] makes no
sense. The title implies that these cultures intentionally
endanger and kill their children: something that makes
no sense for peoples who want to survive and which, if
these cultures still exist after thousands of years, is
clearly misleading.

Ark: I’ve chosen to take extreme offense at what you’ve
said, e.g., “psychohistory has nothing to do with
history,” and will treat you like a hostile. I really wish I
didn’t have to deal with people who say stupid things.
For example, things that amount to “every human being
is rational and since it’s not rational to kill children…”
This negates the overwhelming evidence that infanticide
occurs. Never mind such truly stupid statements like
“preliterate hunter-gatherer tribes are those most
concerned with basic survival.” Oh really, I guess that
explains why they never developed any technology in
order to guarantee their survival (never mind such
annoying facts like beliefs in reincarnation, animism
and ancestor-worship).

Academic 5: Ark, play nice. Julie Hofmann Kemp
[Academic 4] is many things, can even be abrasive
sometimes, but acting “stupid” (I see you modified the
“idiot” statement)? That’s over the top. She is one of the
smartest people contributing to Wikipedia. This is an
encyclopedia, not a soap box for new ideas. Sorry, but
regurgitation of the canon of human knowledge is what
we do here.

Academic 6: I disagree, Maveric [Academic 5]. One of
the things that makes Wikipedia different from a
standard encyclopedia is our ability to reflect new
thinking. Now, the whole that deMause put together and
Ark is advertising here is striking, but I think that you
will find most of the individual points are not nearly as
radical or contrary to current understanding as you
seem to present. To begin with, there are many people
who would reject cultural relativism. The first example
that comes to mind are the women’s historians which
have become increasingly common, but a proper search
shouldn’t have trouble coming up with others. Further,
the idea of the noble savage is very controversial, and
one should hardly consider it some sort of canon.

With regards to infanticide per se, I personally have very
little knowledge about the Paleolithic, but that
deliberate murder or abandonment of infants was
common among ancient civilizations like Carthage,
Greece, and Rome is well-known, and I can remember a
mainstream text mentioning Mohammed’s prohibitions
against the then-widespread killing of children without
any implication that might be controversial. In absence
of further data, a backwards trendline would be all it
takes to suggest that Paleolithic infanticide was very
common indeed. And I can recall articles suggesting that
tribal cannibalism, to take the most headline-grabbing
example, was far more common than previously
thought. In short, I think this position is not nearly
outlandish enough to deserve such curt rejection. An
informative and lasting page on this would be valuable
enough.

Academic 7: Note that the definition of rape and
molestation vary among cultures.

Ark: Rape and molestation do vary among cultures. This
is bad. Cultural relativism is crap, believed only by
idiots, ignoramuses, anthropologists and historians. The
Convention on the Rights of the Child explicitly rejects
cultural relativism. Cultural relativists are merely
denying human rights. (On a moral level, they are still
violating human rights.) Anthropology and history have
achieved nothing, or close to nothing. The reason
anthropology and history are fucked is because they
reject psychology and that is the only possible
explanation for both culture and history.

For psychological reasons, anthropologists have been
butchering psych-heavy data; on the whole, the data is
irretrievably corrupt and needs to be junked.
Psychohistory is independent of both history and
psychology and is at war with both. As the new kid on
the bloc it’s going to get attacked as “simply not
recognized by most historians and psychologists.” But
psychohistory actually gets results. There is no rational
argument against psychohistory’s methods.
Conservatism is not a rational argument. And as noted
above, there are plenty of arguments against both
history and anthropology (i.e., they deny psychology’s
influence even in psychological phenomena). Like
cartography or natural history, anthropology and history
aren’t sciences per se. Cartography was never anything
more than an engineering enterprise (though it did give
rise to plate tectonics) and when the time came, natural
history gave way to evolutionary biology. Similarly,
anthropology and history should give way to
psychohistory wherever the latter is interested in taking
over.

Academic 2: To those who promote the myth of the
brutal savage, I point out that westerners have often
characterized non-Western practices as stupid,
unhealthy, or wrong in part out of their own ignorance,
and in part to justify colonial oppression.

Ark: The brutal savage isn’t a myth. I do not mean by it
that we aren’t savages. That is a notion you rightly reject
because any article attacking modern people as savages
will be destroyed. What I do claim is that modern
societies are less savage than societies in the past. That’s
most certainly not a myth. And to argue otherwise is to
promote the noble savage myth. If you have an absolute
standard of morality, there is no choice other than the
brutal savage or the noble savage (as long as you don’t
redefine rape and murder as non-violent behaviors,
which by now I don’t trust you not to do). Whether
deliberately or unwittingly, you have been promoting
the noble savage myth. To recap: Primitives, in relation
to modern people can be either: 1. equally savage
(obviously untrue) 2. differently savage (cultural
relativism) 3. less savage (noble savage) 4. more savage
(brutal savage). So rejecting options #2 and #3 leaves
one only with #4. There is no maneuvering room for
anyone to weasel around.

Academic 3: And this is where you and I differ. I
generally contend that all present-day cultures are
essentially “differently savage.”

It is unnecessary to cite Ark’s long response. It is already answered
in the previous chapter. But I would like to mention a newspaper
note about an atrocity in Kismayo, at the south of Somalia. On
October 27 of 2008 Aisha Ibrahim Duhulow, a thirteen-year-old
girl that had been raped, was accused of premarital sex by militant
Islamists and condemned to die by stoning on the head. (Although
hard to believe, there are people who punish the victim of rape,
not the rapist: the hypothetical nightmare of my second book
turned reality.) Most disturbing in the press release is that dozens
of men stoned Aisha in a stadium with a thousand spectators!
What better example to clear away any doubts about the relevancy
of the concept of a manifestly inferior psychoclass to ours.

Academic 3: Hum, as I understand it, most casual
murders recognize that their actions are considered
morally “wrong.” They just don’t care.

Ark: Morality is a psychological phenomenon. It refers
to a person’s capacity for empathy. It’s difficult to
describe empathy since nobody has a good grip on what
it means. But of course, that’s the point: if a person has
no morality then they don’t have any of these emotions.
Keep in mind that our very ability to accept social and
technological progress at the rate we’re going is
something which primitives lack. And we’ve yet to
annihilate a foreign nation (as the Assyrians did) to pay
for that progress. This too is a genuine advance.

Academic 4: Ark: in the interests of fairness, I went
ahead and looked at the deMause article. Basically, it
can be digested into one Philip Larkin poem. Big
Whoop. Parents fuck up their kids. We know that. There
is absolutely nothing there besides that fact that is
provable. It is a mass of huge generalizations predicated
on two simple ideas: violence begets violence (duh) and
everything that happens is down to psychology. Yes,
there are references to acts of violence by parents
(particularly mothers) against children, but we don’t get
to see the breadth of the studies to show what kind of
population was used, etc. I stand by my statement that
most historians reject psychohistory not because we feel
threatened by it, but because most historians believe
that human society is complex and filled with
individuals who may act in particular ways for any
number of reasons. Generally reductionism is not
provable—merely a simplistic way for the insecure to
find meaning.

Ark: You dismiss the article I cited because it doesn’t
provide concrete proof against history’s “no
explanations” stance. Well so fucking what? I never
claimed it did. I merely claimed it crucified history as a
scientific field and historians as scientists by showing
that the theories historians entertain are all unbelievably
idiotic. If you wanted a detailed theory and the evidence
to back it up, you’d have to read half a dozen of
deMause’s books on the subject. You haven’t provided a
single remotely intelligent argument, satisfying yourself
with irrelevancies and vague aspersions. (This is what
you call “fair”?) If you stand by your statement on that
basis, it just proves you’re an idiot. I dismiss you from
my consideration.

Anonymous: Will someone please ban Ark? His non-
stop slander, personal attacks, and foul language are
damaging the Wikipedia community.

Academic 4: I would happily do so, but being a ranting
troll who supports crank theories in an anti-social way
isn’t enough for a ban. He is correct in his assertion that
deMause’s theories deserve their own article—even if
he’s amazingly rude in the way he treats others, and his
insults towards me.

To that end, Ark, You haven’t convinced anyone that
you’re anything but a crank who thinks he’s far more
intelligent than he’s demonstrated so far.

Ark: I have a pretty good grasp on what history is and
what it is not. As for psychology, you’re wrong about its
scientific basis. Overall, it’s a fucked field but it’s one
that has always aspired to be scientific.

As for psychohistory, it is not a fucked field. These two
facts (history not being science and psychohistory being
science) explain why I’m so eager to dismiss history.
Why should scientists be subjected to the authority of
non-scientists? The same arguments apply to
anthropology, and doubly so when the psyches of
primitives are concerned. Convincing people was never
my goal, I’m too lazy and people are too bigoted for that.
As for people thinking I’m a crank, I’m a power unto
myself and I haven’t need for their approval nor favour.
I’m just not interested in being the whipping boy on this
subject. Fuck you all.

With this insult the psychohistorian who signed his posts under
the penname of Ark left the discussion page. Perhaps with the
exception of Academic 6, his opponents did not want to see that
western childrearing has been less barbarous than in the rest of
the world.

It was not always so. Both whites and Semites began as the others.
Let us remember the sacrifice of Iphigenia by her father
Agamemnon, and a similar sacrifice in the Bible: after victory over
the Ammonites, according to the Book of Judges, Jephthah makes
a vow to sacrifice whoever came out of the doors of his house to
meet him. The one who met him on his return was his only
daughter…

What remained in Europe was a mere metaphor of such sacrifice.
Robert Godwin hit the nail when stating that Christianity’s
unconscious message is that when we murder our innocent child
we murder God. “The crucifixion of Jesus is meant to be the last
human sacrifice, with Jesus standing in for our own murdered
innocence.”
 
___________

The objective of Day of Wrath is to present to the racialist community my
philosophy of The Four Words on how to eliminate all unnecessary
suffering. If life allows, next month I will reproduce another chapter. Day of
Wrath is available: here.
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Why Europeans must reject Christianity, 13
by Ferdinand Bardamu

 
Christianity: bringer of violence and bloodshed

Word of mouth is notoriously ineffective as a
means of spreading religious propaganda. This
explains why Christianity’s growth remained
largely unspectacular until the early 4th century.
Of course, the primary reason for the
Christianization of the empire was the

conversion of Constantine to the new religion. The influence of
Christianity in the empire was continuously reinforced and
strengthened by the imperially coercive legislation of his
successors. Christianization also sanctioned acts of religious
violence against pagans, which contributed significantly to the
religion’s spectacular growth in numbers and influence.
Christianity unleashed a wave of violence that nearly drowned
Europe in an ocean of blood. Without Constantine, and the
religious violence of his successors, Christianity would have
remained just another competing religion in the provincial
backwaters of the empire, like Mithraism or the Eleusinian
Mysteries.

The imperial policy of Christianization was further aided by the
religion’s intrinsic advantages over rival philosophical and
religious belief systems, making it more palatable to the ignorant
masses. This facilitated its rapid spread across the empire until, by
the reign of Theodosius in the late 4th century, most urban areas
were predominantly Christian. These advantages included the
egalitarian ethos of the Christian church. Unlike Mithraism, which
was elitist, Christianity accepted all potential recruits, regardless
of ethno-linguistic or socio-economic difference. The Christians of
the first three centuries practiced a form of primitive communism.
This attracted the chronically indigent, as well as freeloaders.
Another advantage was the child-like simplicity of Christian
doctrine.

The Crisis of the 3rd century, where rival claimants fought each
other for the title of Caesar, was an internecine conflict lasting for
decades. It produced widespread economic instability and civil
unrest. This disruption of daily life encouraged men and women to
seek refuge in the mystery religions, but also Christianity, which
offered easy answers in an increasingly chaotic and ugly world.
The Christian religion promised life everlasting to those who
successfully endured tribulation on earth.

Passage of the edict of Milan in 313 meant that Christians would
go from being a persecuted minority to a persecuting majority.
Although persecution of religious dissidents had occurred before
Constantine, such events were comparatively rare. Roman
“persecution” of Christianity was mild and sporadic. It was not
even religious in nature, but political; Christians refused to swear
loyalty to the state by offering the pinch of incense to the
emperor’s genius. Christians were not so much persecuted as they
were subjected to Roman police action for disobeying the laws of
the land. In contrast, Christian persecution of pagans and heretics
was entirely motivated by religious hatred. It combined the
authoritarian anti-pagan legislation of the emperors with the
bigotry of the clergy and the violence of the Christian mob.

The first repressive laws against paganism were passed by
Constantine. In 331, he issued an edict that legalized the seizure of
temple property. This was used to enrich church coffers and adorn
his city of Constantinople. He redirected municipal funds from the
curiae to the imperial treasury. The curiae used these funds for the
construction and renovation of temples, as well as for pagan
banquets, processions and festivals. The redirection of municipal
funds significantly diminished the influence of paganism in the
public sphere. Constantine also showed preference for Christians
when considering prospective candidates for government posts.
For the first time in the empire’s history, conversion to
Christianity was considered an attractive proposition.

Pagan temples and statuary were first vandalized and destroyed
under Constantine. Christians believed that this first wave of
iconoclasm was in fulfillment of scriptural command: “Ye shall
destroy their altars, break their images, and cut down their groves;
. . . for the Lord, whose name is Jealous, is a jealous God” (Exod.
34.13f). The earliest Christian iconoclasm included the partial
destruction of a Cilician temple of Asklepios and the destruction of
temples to Aphrodite in Phoenicia (ca. 326 AD).

Constantine’s sons, Constans and Constantius II, followed in their
father’s footsteps. In 341, Constans issued an edict banning animal
sacrifice. In 346, Constans and Constantius II passed a law
ordering the closure of all temples. These emperors were egged on
by the Christian fanatic Firmicus Maternus who, in an exhortation
addressed to both emperors in 346, called for the “annihilation of
idolatry and the destruction of profane temples.” The fact that
pagans continued to occupy important posts in the imperial
administration made it difficult to legislate the active destruction
of temples, statuary and inscriptions without alienating a large
segment of the empire’s population. Nevertheless, Constantine’s
sons turned a blind eye to private acts of Christian vandalism and
desecration.

After the death of Constantius II, Julian was made emperor in 361.
Having succumbed to the influence of pagan tutors in his youth,
he developed a deep hatred for the “Galilean madness.” Accession
to the throne allowed him to announce his conversion to
Hellenism without fear of retribution. Julian set about reversing
the anti-pagan legislation first enacted by his uncle. He re-opened
the temples, restored their funding and returned confiscated
goods; he renovated temples that had been damaged by Christian
vandals; he repealed the laws against sacrifice and barred
Christians from teaching the classics. Julian’s revival of pagan
religious practice was cut short in 363, when he was killed in
battle against the Persian Sassanids.

His successor Jovian revoked Julian’s edicts and re-established
Christianity as most favored religion in the empire. The emperors
who came after Jovian were too occupied with barbarian invasion
to be concerned with internal religious squabbles; it was more
expedient to simply uphold the toleration imposed on pagans and
Christians alike by the Edict of Milan. Anti-pagan conflict again
came to the forefront with Gratian. In 382 he angered pagans by
removing the altar of Victory from the Senate. In the same year,
Gratian issued a decree that ended all subsidies to the pagan cults,
including priesthoods such as the Vestal Virgins. He further
alienated pagans by repudiating the insignia of the pontifex
maximus.

In 389, Theodosius began his all-out war on the old Roman state
religion by abolishing the pagan holidays. According to the
emperor’s decrees, paganism was a form of “natural insanity and
stubborn insolence” difficult to root out, despite the terrors of the
law and threats of exile. This was followed by more repressive
legislation in 391, which re-instated the ban on sacrifice, banned
visitation of pagan sanctuaries and temples, ended imperial
subsidies to the pagan cults, disbanded the Vestal Virgins and
criminalized apostasy. He refused to return the altar of Victory to
the Senate house, in defiance of pagan demands. Anyone caught
performing animal sacrifice or haruspicy was to be arrested and
put to death. In the same year, the Serapeum, a massive temple
complex housing the Great Library of Alexandria, was destroyed
by a mob of Christian fanatics. This act of Christian vandalism was
a great psychological blow to the pagan establishment.

Pagans, dissatisfied with the imperially-sponsored cultural
revolution that threatened to annihilate Rome’s ancestral
traditions, rallied around the usurper Eugenius. He was declared
emperor by the Frankish warlord Arbogast in 392. A nominal
Christian, Eugenius was sympathetic to the plight of pagans in the
empire and harbored a certain nostalgia for pre-Christian Rome.
He restored the imperial subsidies to the pagan cults and returned
the altar of Victory to the Senate. This angered Theodosius,
emperor in the east. In 394, Theodosius invaded the west and
defeated Eugenius at the battle of Frigidus in Slovenia. This ended
the last serious pagan challenge to the establishment of
Christianity as official religion of the empire.

Apologists for Christianity argue that imperial anti-pagan
legislation was more rhetoric than reality; their enforcement
would have been difficult in the absence of a modern police state
apparatus. This objection is contradicted by archaeological and
epigraphic evidence. First, based on stratigraphic analysis of
urban temples, cult activity had virtually ceased by the year 400,
after passage of the Theodosian decrees. Second, temple
construction and renovation declined significantly under the
Christian emperors. In Africa and Cyrenaica, temple construction
and renovation inscriptions are far more common under the first
Tetrarchy than the Constantinian dynasty, when pagans still
constituted a significant majority of the empire’s citizens. By the
end of the 4th century, the authoritarian legislation of the
Christian emperors had seriously undermined the strength and
vitality of the old polytheistic cults.

The emperors did not stop with the closure of pagan religious
sites. In 435 AD, a triumphant Theodosius II passed an edict
ordering the destruction of all pagan shrines and temples across
the empire. He even decreed the death penalty for Christian
magistrates who failed to enforce the edict. The Code Justinian,
issued between 529 to 534, prescribes the death penalty for public
observance of Hellenic rites and rituals; known pagans were to
seek instruction in the Christian faith or risk property
confiscation; their children were to be seized by officials of the
state and forcibly converted to the Christian religion.

Imperially mandated closure of all urban temples resulted in the
privatization of polytheistic worship. This further exacerbated the
decline of the pagan religious cults because of the object-
dependent nature of ritual practice, which could not be fully
realized in the absence of statuary, processions, festivals, lavish
banquets and monumental building. In urban areas, imperial
legislation was clearly effective. This was ruthlessly enforced by
professional Christians and zealous magistrates, who used the
additional muscle of the Roman army to get their own way,
especially when preaching and public example failed.

Pagan rites and rituals were still observed at rural sanctuaries and
temples for some time after the closure of urban centers of
worship. These remained off the beaten track, so to speak, and
were harder to shut down.

Churchmen like the fiery John Chrysostom, cognizant of this fact,
exhorted the rich landowning class of the east to convert the
heathen on their country estates. Those who allowed pagan
worship on their rural properties were just as guilty of violating
imperial anti-pagan legislation as the pagans themselves. Itinerant
Christian evangelists, like Martin of Tours, fanned out across the
countryside, winning souls for Christ through a campaign of
intimidation, harassment and violence. In the end, aggressive
evangelism, privatization of pagan religious practice and social
marginalization ensured the death of paganism in rural areas.

Christianization of the empire was complete by 600 AD, although
it is unclear to what extent Christ was considered just another
deity to be worshipped alongside the old pagan gods.
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This site in a nutshell: here.
See also “The 14 words” and
“New tablets of stone”.

The Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour is a compilation of
texts by seventeen authors
that changed my world-
view. A softcover edition of
the book is available: here.

A translation of the work of
Karlheinz Deschner on the
criminal history of
Christianity is available:
here.
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important book of the 21st
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the Holocaust
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Germans, civilians included
(here).
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“Darwin’s
exterminationism”.

Presently Siege is only
available as a PDF.
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“With the death of Adolf
Hitler in the close of the
2nd World War in 1945
Western civilization, as it
had existed and is still
perceived DIED once and for
all. The only thing that was
left now was a gene pool.”
—James Mason

“The fall of Stalingrad is the
finish of Europe. There was
a cataclysm. The core of it
all was Stalingrad. There
you can say it was finished
and well finished, the white
civilisation.” —L.F. Céline

To unplug yourself from the
Matrix you really need to
undemonize Adolf Hitler,
Heinrich Himmler, National
Socialism and the Third
Reich. Click here to hit ten
articles on vital info about
the Second World War that
the controlled media
concealed from you.
 

Gens alba conservanda est
(“The white race must be

preserved”)

 

Worldly gain at the expense
of the Volk is the main
cause of the ongoing
destruction of the white
race.

See “Revaluation of
values”: a
paraphrase from

Francis Parker’s Yockey’s
The Enemy of Europe.

Fortunately, the collapse of
the dollar that is coming
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the end of America’s
economic and cultural
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(book)

Ethnic cleansing

Eugenics

Euripides

Europe

European Union

Eusebius

Evil

Evropa Soberana
(webzine)

Ezekiel

Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour (book)

Fascism

Feminism

Feminized western
males

Film

Final solution

First World War

France

Francis Galton

Francis Parker Yockey

Francisco Franco

Franco Zeffirelli

Frankfurt School

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Franks

Franz Boas

Frederick the Great

Free speech / Free
press

French Revolution

Friedrich Nietzsche

Friedrich Schiller

Fritigern

From Jesus to Hitler
(book)

G.W.F. Hegel

Galerius

Galileo Galilee

Game of Thrones

Gaul

Genetics

Genghis Khan

Genrikh Yagoda

Genuine spirituality

Geography

George Lincoln
Rockwell

George Orwell

George Washington

Germanic People

Germany

Giorgio de Chirico

Giselher Wirsing

God

Goethe

Gone with the Wind
(movie)

Gore Vidal

Goths

Gratian

Greg Johnson

Guillaume Faye

Gulag Archipelago
(book)

Gustave Doré

Hadrian

Hamlet (1948 film)

Hannibal

Hans F. K. Günther

Harold Covington

Harry S. Truman

Hate

Heinrich Himmler

Hellstorm (book)

Helmut Stellrecht

Henry VIII

Heracles

Hermann (Arminius)

Hermann Göring

Hermann Samuel
Reimarus

Hernán Cortés

Herod the Great

Herodotus

Hesiod

Hieronymus Bosch

Hippocrates

History

History of the decline
and fall of the Roman
Empire (book)

Hitler Youth

Hitler's table talk
(book)

Hojas Susurrantes
(book)

Holocaust

Holodomor

Homer

Homosexuality

Honorius (emperor)

Horace

Human sacrifice

Huns

Hunter (novel)

Hypatia of Alexandria

Ibycus

Iceland

Iliad (epic book)

Immanuel Kant

Immigration laws

Impeachment of Man
(book)

India

Individualism

Indo-European
heritage

Industrial Revolution

Infanticide

Inquisition

Intelligence quotient
(IQ)

Ireland

Isaac Newton

Isabella I of Castile

Isaiah (prophet)

Islam

Islamization of Europe

Israel

Italy

James Mason

James Watson

Jane Austen

Japan

Jared Taylor

Jean-Jacques
Rousseau

Jefferson Davis

Jeffrey Masson

Jeremy Bentham

Jerusalem

Jesus

Jewish hate groups

Jewish question (JQ)

Jewish–Roman wars

Jez Turner

Johannes Gutenberg

Johannes Kepler

John Calvin

John F. Kennedy

John Locke

John Milton

John Modrow

John of Patmos

John Stuart Mill

John the Evangelist

John Tyndall

José María Morelos

José Vasconcelos

Joseph Goebbels

Joseph Stalin

Josephus

Joshua

Jovian

Judaism

Julian (novel)

Julius Caesar

Julius Firmicus
Maternus

Justice

Justinian I

Juvenal

Karl Marx

Karl Popper

Karlheinz Deschner

Kenneth Clark

Kevin MacDonald

Kriminalgeschichte des
Christentums (books)

Ku Klux Klan

Lactantius

Latin America

Lawrence Auster

Leon Trotsky

Leonardo da Vinci

Leonidas

Libanius

Liberalism

Library of Alexandria

Literature

London

Lord of the Rings
(novel / film)

Lothrop Stoddard

Louis XIV of France

Louis-Ferdinand
Céline

Luke the Evangelist

Lycurgus

Maccabees

Madison Grant

Mainstream media

Manosphere

Manu Rodríguez
(blogger)

March of the Titans
(book)

Marcus Aurelius

Marcus Eli Ravage

Mark the Evangelist

Mark Twain

Mark Weber

Marriage

Martin Bormann

Martin Luther

Marxism

Materialism /
capitalism

Maternus Cynegius

Matt Koehl

Matthew the Evangelist

Matthias Grünewald

Maxfield Parrish

Maya civilization

Mein Kampf (book)

Men

Metaphysics of race /
sex

Mexico

Michael O'Meara

Michelangelo

Middle Ages

Middle East

Miguel Hidalgo y
Costilla

Militarism

Miscegenation

Miscellany

Moctezuma II

Monarchy

Mongols

Monocausalism

Montaigne

Montesquieu

Morgenthau Plan

Moscow

Moses (Hebrew
lawgiver)

Music

My pinacoteca

Name of the Rose
(novel)

Napoleon

National Socialism

Neanderthalism

Nero

New Spain

New Testament

New York

Newspeak

Niccolò Machiavelli

Nicolaus Copernicus

Non-white
immigration

Nordicism

Norman Rockwell

North America

Norway

Nuremberg

Obituaries

Occam's razor

Occidental Observer
(webzine)

Odysseus / Ulysses

Old Testament

Oliver Cromwell

On the Genealogy of
Morality (book)

On The Historicity of
Jesus (book)

Opera

Oracle of Delphi

Oratory

Origen

Oswald Mosley

Otto von Bismarck

Ottoman Empire

Ovid

Painting

Parapsychology

Paris

Parsifal (opera)

Parthenon

Passing of the Great
Race (book)

Patriarchy

Pedagogy

Pederasty

Percy Bysshe Shelley

Pericles

Persephone

Persia

Peter Schiff

Petronius

Philippe Rushton

Philo

Philosophy

Philosophy of history

Pindar

Plato
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Plutarch

Poetry

Poland

Polybius
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Pope Francis
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Pope Gregory I

Pope Theophilus of
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Portugal

Pre-Columbian
America

Prehistory

Pride & Prejudice
(2005 movie)

Pro-white
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Protestantism

Pseudoscience

Psychiatry

Psychoanalysis

Psychohistory

Psychology

Puritans

Quotable quotes

Racial studies

Rape of the Sabine
Women

Raphael

Real men
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Red terror

Reformation

Reinhard Heydrich

Religion

Rembrandt

Renaissance

René Descartes

Republic (Plato's book)

Revilo Oliver

Rhodesia

Richard Carrier

Richard Wagner

Richard Walther Darré

Rising Tide of Color
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Robert Jay Mathews

Roger Devlin

Romanticism

Rome vs. Judea (book)

Romulus

Ronald Reagan

Russia

Russian Revolution

Sappho

Satyricon (novel)

Savitri Devi

Schizophrenia

Schutzstaffel (SS)

Science

Second World War

Seneca

Sense and Sensibility
(movie)

Sexual "liberation"
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Sigmund Freud

Silvano Arieti

Skepticism

Sleeping Beauty (1959
film)

Socrates

Solomon

Solon

South Africa

Soviet Union

Spain
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St Augustine

St Cyril of Alexandria

St Francis
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St Paul

St Peter

St Thomas Aquinas

Stefan Zweig

Stilicho

Strabo

Struggle with the
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Sturmabteilung (SA)

Suetonius

Summer, 1945 (book)

Sweden

Switzerland

Sword

Tacitus

Temple of Artemis

Temple of Jerusalem

Temple of Serapis
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Theoderic the Great

Theodore Lidz

Theodoret
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Theodosius II

Theology

Third Reich

Thomas Cole

Thomas Goodrich

Thomas Hobbes

Thomas Jefferson

Thomas Szasz

Thucydides

Thus spoke
Zarathustra (book)

Tiberius

Titus

Tom Sunic

Trajan

Transvaluation of all
values

Trauma model of
mental disorders

Turin Shroud

Turner Diaries (novel)

Twilight of the idols
(book)

Two Hundred Years
Together (book)

Ukraine

Ulfilas

Uncategorized

Uncle Tom’s Cabin
(novel)

United Kingdom

United States

Universalism

Valens
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Valentinian II

Valentinian III

Valerian

Vercingetorix

Vespasian

Videos

Vienna

Vikings

Vincent van Gogh

Vladimir Lenin

Vladimir Putin

Vlassis Rassias

Voltaire

W.B. Yeats

Ward Kendall

WDH radio show

Welfare of animals

West's darkest hour

White-slave trade

Who We Are (book)

Wikipedia

Wilhelm Sieglin

Will Durant

William Blake

William James

William Pierce

William Shakespeare

Winston Churchill

Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart

Women

Wuthering Heights
(novel)

Xenophon

Yearling (novel)

Zeus

Zosimus

Zweites Buch

The greatest of the
“conservative” thinkers,
Joseph de Maistre,
pointed out long ago that
the French Revolution led
the revolutionaries rather
than was led by them. For
he believed that certain
Providential forces rule
our lives. These forces he
saw in Christian terms,
but others, like
Heidegger, for instance,
saw them in terms of
Being, over which humans
have no control.

In either case, the force of
Providence or Being or
Destiny has a power that
has often made itself felt
in our history. For this
reason, I have little doubt
that Europeans will
eventually throw off the
Judeo-liberal system
programming their
destruction. I’m less
confident about we
Americans, given the
greater weakness of our
collective identity and
destiny. But nevertheless
even we might be saved
from ourselves by this
force—as long as we do
what is still in our power
to do.

—Michael O’Meara

BLOGROLL

The Occidental Observer
(scholarly site about the
Jewish Question).

Nazi Propaganda Guide
Page (not exactly a
National Socialist friendly
site but very informative
of primary NS sources).

The legacy of Wm. Pierce

David Irving’s Website

Jake F.’s NS Archive

 

IN SPANISH

La hora más oscura

 

From Guillaume Faye's
"Mars & Hephaestus": 

The twenty-first century will
be a century of iron and
storms. It will not resemble
those harmonious futures
predicted up to the 1970s.
It will not be the global
village prophesied by
Marshall MacLuhan in 1966,
or Bill Gates’ planetary
network, or Francis
Fukuyama’s end of history:
a liberal global civilization
directed by a universal
state. 

The Third Age of European
Civilization commences, in
a tragic acceleration of the
historical process, with the
Treaty of Versailles and end
of the civil war of 1914-18:
the catastrophic twentieth
century. Four generations
were enough to undo the
labor of more than forty.
Europe fell victim to its own
tragic Prometheanism, its
own opening to the world
and universalism, oblivious
of all ethnic solidarity. 

The Fourth Age of European
civilization begins today. It
will be the Age of rebirth or
perdition. The twenty-first
century will be for this
civilization, the fateful
century, the century of life
or death. 

Let us cultivate the
pessimistic optimism of
Nietzsche. “There is no
more order to conserve; it is
necessary to create a new
one.” Will the beginning of
the twenty-first century be
difficult? Are all the
indicators in the red? So
much the better. They
predicted the end of history
after the collapse of the
USSR? We wish to speed its
return: thunderous,
bellicose, and archaic. Islam
resumes its wars of
conquest. China and India
wish to become
superpowers. And so forth.
The twenty-first century will
be placed under the double
sign of Mars, the god of
war, and of Hephaestus, the
god who forges swords, the
master of technology and
the chthonic fires. This
century will be that of the
metamorphic rebirth of
Europe, like the Phoenix, or
of its disappearance as a
historical civilization and its
transformation into a
cosmopolitan and sterile
Luna Park. 

The beginning of twenty-
first century will be the
despairing midnight of the
world of which Hölderlin
spoke. But it is always
darkest before the dawn.
Let us prepare our children
for war. Let us educate our
youth, be it only a minority,
as a new aristocracy. 

Today we need more than
morality. We need
hypermorality, the
Nietzschean ethics of
difficult times. When one
defends one’s people, i.e.,
one’s own children, one
defends the essential. Then
one follows the rule of
Agamemnon and Leonidas
but also of Charles Martel:
what prevails is the law of
the sword, whose bronze or
steel reflects the glare of
the sun. 

T A G S:

4 words

 

For Spanish-speakers: an
autobiography of the
editor of this site in two
volumes is available: here
and here. 

 

He who has not read Day
of Wrath has not looked
at the admin of this site in
the eyes. A hard copy is
available: here. For an
introduction see: here.

______  ______

“Hate is not some useless
organ like the appendix.
It’s there for a reason.

Why does Christianity do
all it can to talk us out of
necessary and functional
drives?

Well, the answer is that
it’s a bit of software
meant to disable our
enemy recognition
module. Christianity
preaches blind love, and
that love is murdering the
West”. – Alex Linder

 

“Why were you so
ungrateful to our gods as
to desert them for the
Jews?” —Emperor Julian to
the Christians

Regarding the sticky
post see esp. post #37.
For the context of the
Christian problem see:
here.
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When you forbid your
enemy to hate, you’ve
disarmed him.
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